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Zazaki Preliminary Questions

Inflectional Paradigm

1st 2nd 3rd

Sg. -an1

-ane2

-e (msc)1

-a

(fem1/general2)

-o (msc

prs)

-a (fem

prs)

-0 (pst)
Pl. -e1

-ime2

-e -e

-i

Simples Sentences and Case and Agreement:

Present (Nom-Acc alignment, agreement with subject)

1) ez          kitab wanen        -ane

     I-DIR   book   read.PRS  -1st.sg

     ‘I am reading a book’

2) doman     kitab wanen       -o

     boy-DIR    book    read.PRS -3rd.sg.msc

    ‘The boy is reading a book’

3) cheneke kitab wanen         -a 

     girl        book   read.PRS  -3rd.sg.fem

    ‘The girl is reading a book’

4) ez     masa be dies ra      ken        -ane      pak

1 Dialect in Todd (2003)
2 Our consultant’s dialect. The –ime suffix is noted by Todd(2003) to have been attested in a source from 
the 30s, but does not discuss it since it does not appear in the dialect he was investigating.



   I-DIR table and wall and  do.PRS  -1st.sg   clean

    ‘I am cleaning the table and the wall’

Past (Erg-Abs, agreement with object)

5) cheneke kitab wend

    girl        book  read.PST

   ‘The girl read a book’

6) doman-i        kitab  wend

     boy    -OBL  book   read.PST

    ‘The boy read a book’

7) mi        kitab    wend

    I.OBL book    read.PST

   ‘I read a book’ 

8) mi        kitab   -i     wend   -i

    I.OBL  book –PL   read    -3rd.PL

    ‘I read books’

Conjunct Agreement is always resolved agreement, never close conjunct agreement

9) ez          be     to            ra     ay             wanen   -ime

     I.DIR   and   you.DIR and   she.OBL see.PRS  -1st.PL

    ‘You and I saw her’ 

10) ay              ez         be   to            ra     d             -ime

      she.OBL   I.DIR  and  you.DIR  and   see.PST  -1st.PL

     ‘She saw you and me’



11) mi          masa be dies     ra      kerd      -i              pak   -i

      I-OBL   table  and wall   and   do.PST  -3rd.PL    clean-3rd.PL

     ‘I cleaned the table and the wall’

Specific/Non-specific objects

According to Todd (2003), only specific accusative/ergative DPs can take the oblique 

case marker –i. Nominative/absolutives never surface with –i.

Definites and Indefinites

Zazaki has an indefinite marker, -e.

12) ma           do    roj   -e            to          -re     viraz          -e3

      we.DIR   two  day –INDEF  you.DIR-for   make.PRS-1st.PL

Clitics

According to our consultant Mesut, Zazaki does not make use of clitic pronouns. Clitics 

are also not mentioned by Todd (2003), so clitics are not present in the variety he 

investigated either.

Object Verb Agreement

Zazaki exhibits agreement with the direct object in the past tense. Agreement with 

conjoined objects is resolved. Examples can be found in the Simple Sentences section 

above.
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